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Mathematics:

Topic

Literacy:

In mathematics we will be

Our topic for this term is

This term in literacy we will be learning

continuing to develop and

‘Cool to Live in Kirkby’. In our

how to write diary entries. We will be

consolidate our knowledge and

topic we will be learning about our local

using the story ‘The Diary of a Killer Cat’

understanding of addition and subtraction.

environment. We will be researching

as a starting point for our writing. We

We will also be developing our

different facts about the local environment.

will also be completing work on senses

understanding of money, recognising coins

During our topic we will taking part in

poetry, thinking about our senses in

and notes and applying this to add amounts

various visits around our local area,

different ways.

of money and find the change. We will also

including a visit to the library, a shop survey

be completing a unit on measuring

and a trip to the local park. We will also be

including measuring units of weight,

locating Kirkby in Ashfield on a map and will

capacity, length and temperature.

be discussing how we could make
improvements to our local area.

Science:

Computing:
We are learning about
internet safety and will be
gaining an understanding

We will be continuing our work on animals

P.E.:

including humans. We will also be starting

In P.E. this term we will be participating in

our new topic this term, which is ‘Plants’. In

athletics, where we will be looking at

our plants topic we will be finding out what

different athletic skills. We will be learning

PSHE and R.E.

plants need to grow and will be carrying

how to develop our skills in running,

Our R.E. this half term will

out various investigations.

jumping and throwing.

be based on Judaism and Jewish stories.

of why it is important to be safe online.

